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Our Coinage and
ARMCO INGOT IRON
Ingot Iron
A ten-dollar Gold Piece contains exactly
90 per cent, pure gold. A little less gold
and the money is false—worthless.
ARMCO Ingot Iron contains less than six-
teen hundredths of one per cent, carbon,
copper, silicon, sulphur, phosphorus, man-
ganese, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen.
Greater impurity and the metal is not "com-
mercially pure iron"—it could never find its
way into an ARMCO Ingot Iron Product.
Thus, the standard of ARMCO purity is
practically as rigid as the standard of our
coinage. A product bearing the ARMCO
trademark is of known analysis—dependable
— identical with other ARMCO products
which have established ARMCO durability.
The American Rolling Mill Co.
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO
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All Loads
/ROLLER BEARINGS \
Another phase of Dual-Duty
capacity in Timken Tapered
Roller Bearings is their ability to
carry all loads—radial, thrust,
resultant—at all speeds.
Evidence of this is found in the
ever-increasing use of Timkens,
for example, in the pinion mount-
ings of motor cars, a location in
which full motor speed must be
sustained by the bearings under
unusually severe conditions of
radial, thrust, resultant, and
shock loads.
Likewise in the machine tool field
Timken speed capacity is favored
for grinders, band saws and other
high speed machinery.
In fact, in every phase of industry
engineers are specifying Timken
Tapered Roller Bearings in ever-
increasing numbers—
(1st) not only because no condi-
tions of load or speed are more
than a match for Timkens;
(2nd) but also because Timkens
carry maximum load per unit of
space required, simplifying and
economizing design;
(3rd) and finally because Timkens
permit initial excellence of opera-
tion to be maintained for the life
of a Timken-equipped mechanism,
through Timken adjustability
for the wear that must follow
motion.
These Timken characteristics will
likely be of major interest to you
in years to come, when designing
or operating problems arise in your
experience, which can be com-
pletely solved only by the use of
Timkens. As is the case with engi-
neers of today, the sheer ability of
Timken bearings will make you
glad to contribute to ever-increas-
ing Timken dominance.
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The Timken Roller Bearing Co
CANTON, OHIO
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